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Tchaikovsky's Ballets 1985 this book combines a detailed and thorough analysis of the music

of swan lake sleeping beauty and nutcracker with descriptions of the first productions of these

works in imperial russia a background chapter on the ballet audience the collaboration of

composer and balletmaster and moscow of the 1860 s leads into an account of the first

production of swan lake in 1877 a discussion of theater reforms initiated by the director of the

imperial theaters prepares the reader for a study of the still famous 1890 st petersburg

production of sleeping beauty wiley then explains how the nutcracker produced just two years

after sleeping beauty was seen in a much less favorable light than it is now separate chapters

are devoted to the music of each ballet and translations of published libretti choreographer s

instructions to the composer and the balletmaster s plans for sleeping beauty and the

nutcracker are reproduced in appendices

The Nutcracker 1994 clara fritz and the sugarplum fairy they re all here in the holiday story

about a nutcracker who comes to life and guides a young girl through a fantasyland one

magical christmas eve this bright stocking stuffer is just in time for christmas

The Story of the Nutcracker Ballet 2011-11-30 give the gift of one of the most beloved holiday

stories of all time the nutcracker featuring glorious illustrations by caldecott honor winner diane

goode this beautiful and adventurous classic tale will dance its way into your family s holiday

traditions for years to come

Story of the Nutcracker Ballet 1990-07 clara s adventure begins on christmas eve with an

amazing present a magic doll soon she is flying in a sleigh to the land of sweets where she

meets the sugarplum fairy an enchanting retelling of the classic story written for children

beginning to read alone irresistible for children learning to read child education plus

The Nutcracker 2015-07-01 after hearing how her toy nutcracker got his ugly face a little girl

helps break the spell he is under and watches him change into a handsome prince

The Story of the Nutcracker 1996-07-11 a perfect picture book for children wanting to discover

the magic of the nutcracker marie awoke to the sound of the clock striking midnight she

looked up at the christmas tree it seemed to be growing taller and taller follow marie on her

magical christmas eve adventure in this wonderful retelling of e t a hoffman s original tale

romina galotta s artwork brings this classic adaptation to life creating a sumptuous tale of
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sugarplum fairies sparkling lights and secret doorways it is a book that will spark the

imagination and capture the joy and excitement of christmas for readers of all ages

The Nutcracker 2020-10-01 a step 3 early reader retelling of the classic story of the christmas

ballet the nutcracker from the opening christmas eve party scene to the closing scene in

which marie and her nutcracker prince bid farewell to the land of the sweets young readers

will be enchanted while enjoying a successful reading experience step 3 readers feature

engaging characters in easy to follow plots about popular topics for children who are ready to

read on their own

The Nutcracker 1992 find a little magic this christmas inside the nutcracker follow along as

enchanted toys spring into action epic battles are fought and graceful dancers glide and twirl

bringing this beloved tale to life right before your eyes

The Nutcracker Ballet 1992-10-13 after hearing how her toy nutcracker got his ugly face a

little girl helps break the spell and watches him change into a handsome prince

The Nutcracker 2016-10 the ultimate children s gift edition of the beloved classic ballet story

the nutcracker christmas eve is the most magical night of the year when the house is scented

with wood smoke and spices and there are secrets under every bed when the clock strikes

midnight clara s new nutcracker doll comes to life and leads her on a thrilling adventure

battling with the wicked mouse king and his troops then journeying to the kingdom of sweets

retold simply and lyrically with enchanting illustrations that capture all the joy and excitement

of christmas this beautiful book from award winning book maker jane ray this is the ultimate

contemporary edition of everyone s favourite christmas ballet story

The Nutcracker 2003 the nutcracker follows a young girl clara when she gets a wooden

nutcracker as a gift on christmas eve follow her journey through a magical world in this

beautifully illustrated book

The Nutcracker 2015-11-05 misha and marie are thrilled that christmas is coming it s a frosty

night the neighbors are all invited and peter the stable boy is sweeping the barn in preparation

for the dancing to come but there s a disappointment in store instead of the beautiful doll she

d hoped for the only thing strange old uncle nikolai has for marie is a wooden nutcracker

marie thinks it s a wonderful gift little does she know that it will lead her and her brother on
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the adventure of a lifetime when misha and marie finally go to bed on christmas eve they

sleep fitfully and are beset by nightmares in one particularly bad dream they join forces

unusual for the squabbling children and conquer an army that might harm the nutcracker their

reward is splendid they are swept to the realm of the snow queen for a night of wonders

james kudelka the artistic director of the national ballet of canada is one of north america s

foremost dance artists his vision of the nutcracker is elegantly told by karen kain and

beautifully rendered by artist rajka kupesic herself a ballet dancer

The Nutcracker 2016-08-23 at christmas time a beautiful ballerina doll who longs to dance is

discovered in a toy store and coveted by two little girls ilyana who wants to love her and mary

jane who doesn t want ilyana to get her

The Nutcracker 2011-10-25 new york times bestselling artist and caldecott honor winner

susan jeffers has created a nutcracker as only she can with lavish illustrations magnificent

detail and enchanting holiday scenes on every page this is the nutcracker as you ve never

seen it before join marie fritz and the intriguing nutcracker himself on a magical christmas eve

adventure behold the frightful mouse king the elegant sugar plum fairies and the entire land of

sweets in this dazzling gorgeously illustrated holiday classic with spare text based on the story

in the ballet this book offers a front row seat to the enthralling tale that is a perennial favorite

of adults and children alike and for susan jeffers fans looking for extra content an author s

note is included at the end of the book in which she explains what inspired her to turn this

holiday tradition into a show stopping picture book

The Story of the Nutcracker 1977 this pop up book tells the story of the nutcracker ballet with

tabs and flaps you can make the nutcracker fight the mouse king see clara s sleigh glide

through the snow and watch the dancers kick up their heels in the grand finale

Noelle of The Nutcracker 1986 these colorful beautifully illustrated volumes are accompanied

by cds featuring leonard bernstein narrating sergei prokofiev s peter and the wolf and michael

tilson thomas conducting peter ilyich tchaikovsky s the nutcracker engaging introductions to

classical music for children peter and the wolf and the nutcracker allow parents to bring their

young ones into the world of the concert hall without leaving the comfort of home the books

include short biographies of the composers and listener s guides introducing children to the
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characters in peter and the wolf and the dances of the nutcracker the high quality cds are

perfect for listening to while reading the books or on their own both books and cds are

engaging entertaining first looks into the world of classical music

The Nutcracker 2014-11-04 marie receives a wooden nutcracker for christmas when she goes

to sleep she dreams that it turns into a prince who takes her on an adventure was it really a

dream

The Nutcracker 2000 after hearing how her toy nutcracker got his ugly face a little girl helps

break the spell he is under and watches him change into a handsome prince

The Nutcracker 2004 the classic nutcracker fairy tale retold in the magical tradition of

silhouette theatre turn the pages and delight in the exquisite cut paper scenes brought to life

in this timeless book to treasure features and exquisite die cut cover and 6 pull tab

movements that bring the enchanting scenes to life

The Nutcracker 1997-07 for christmas clara is given new ballet shoes and a nutcracker doll

the nutcracker comes alive turns into a handsome prince and the marvellous adventures begin

clara and her prince defeat the king of the rats and travel to the land of sweets

The Nutcracker Ballet 1979 books for all kinds of readers readhowyouwant offers the widest

selection of on demand accessible format editions on the market today each edition has been

optimized for maximum readability using our patent pending conversion technology we are

partnering with leading publishers around the globe to create accessible editions of their titles

our goal is to have accessible editions simultaneously released with publishers new books so

that all readers can have access to the books they want to read today to find more books in

your format visit readhowyouwant com

The Nutcracker 1992 this is the first book length study in any language about this russian

artist marius petipa s colleague and tchaikovsky s collaborator who is widely celebrated and

yet virtually unknown it follows ivanov from his infancy in a st petersburg foundling home

through to his career as a dancer r gisseur and choreographer in the st petersburg imperial

ballet ivanov s artistic world is described as is his legacy some dozen works including swan

lake the nutcracker and the famous dances from prince igor that inspired mikhail fokine in the

next generation the book is richly documented including the first complete publication of
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ivanov s memoirs and hundreds of citations many published here for the first time from state

documents reminiscences and criticism

The Story of the Nutcracker 1996-07 on christmas eve a little girl helps break the spell on her

wooden nutcracker and watches him turn into a handsome prince who takes her to his

kingdom in the land of sweets

The Nutcracker 2012-10 join clara and the nutcracker prince in the retelling of the classic

drawing from the love of e t a hoffmann s original tale pyotr ilyich tchaikovsky s music and

various ballet adaptations

The Nutcracker 1986 step inside the magic of the ballet with six beloved ballet stories bound

together into one beautiful new edition including the nutcracker swan lake sleepingbeauty

giselle coppélia and the wayward daughter the nutcracker and other stories is both a perfect

introduction to these enchanting tales and a treasurable gift book

The Nutcracker 2008-11-28 daniel and the nutcracker storybook greetings

The Nutcracker 2013-11 open this scrumptious holiday edition of the nutcracker and magically

recreate the motion color and delight of the classic ballet paper engineering wizardry allows

characters to dance into life simply by turning the pages with no tabs for the reader to pull or

break from the twirling sugar plum fairy and the evil mouse king to the little girl marie and her

nutcracker prince the cast of beloved characters creates a wondrous theater effect as each

steps out of intricately die cut panels from the first dancing snowflake beloved author

geraldine mccaughrean s retelling sparkles with enchantment and drama her words exquisitely

matched by kristina swarner s luminous jewel toned illustrations

The Nutcracker 1989 the original stories behind everyone s favorite christmas ballet it wasn t

until the 1950s that seeing the nutcracker at christmastime became an american tradition but

the story itself is much older and its original intent more complex this eye opening new

volume presents two of the tale s earliest versions both in new translations e t a hoffmann s

nutcracker and mouse king 1816 in which a young girl is whisked away to the land of toys to

help her animated nutcracker defeat the mouse king and alexandre dumas s 1845 adaptation

the tale of the nutcracker based on hoffmann s popular work irresistible tales of magic

mystery and childhood adventure these timeless delights and fresh interpretations about the
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importance of imagination will captivate readers of all ages for more than seventy years

penguin has been the leading publisher of classic literature in the english speaking world with

more than 1 700 titles penguin classics represents a global bookshelf of the best works

throughout history and across genres and disciplines readers trust the series to provide

authoritative texts enhanced by introductions and notes by distinguished scholars and

contemporary authors as well as up to date translations by award winning translators
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